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I AM Sandra Walter, an Ascension Guide and Transformational Luminary. 

As a pure conduit of the organic Ascension process, I provide heart-
opening guidance, effective practices, and comprehensive curriculums
for true and lasting change.  

My main teachings focus on how to experience Crystalline
consciousness, apply Mastery Skills to daily challenges, and hold a
consistent connection to the I AM Presence. 

I have facilitated the SUNday Global Unity Meditations since 2017,
unifying thousands each week in the co-creation of Peace and Ascension.

This ebook is a simple introduction to a complex topic. The basics of
Crystalline DNA are covered, and Decrees are provided for activation.

Ascension is a beautiful and sometimes challenging process. I AM
honored to support your journey!

Meet Your Guide

Welcome

Sandra
IN LOVE, LIGHT, AND SERVICE,



Science and spirituality are beginning to exchange information, in

order to accelerate our understanding of both. This is a lovely side-

effect of Unity Consciousness; no more separation ... anywhere. 

I AM thrilled to contribute to that conversation, sharing quantum

DNA intel from the channeled perspective alongside those

exploring new discoveries in the lab.

In the Ascension process, we honor the step-by-step purpose of

each phase of Crystalline DNA activation. Ascension and DNA are

intertwined, because DNA is a key to our experience of Self-

Revelation in these realms.

The frequency of Christ / Kryst / Crystalline consciousness shines

through our Divine HUman DNA, allowing the experience of

Ascension in form. We utilize Crystalline DNA as a gateway to a

new experience, because it bridges dimensions and densities. 

We begin this book with the phases of DNA activation, and how

they support and accelerate the miraculous evolution occurring

right now in our cells.

Ascension and DNA
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INTRODUCTION

Let us explore the Phases of Activation ...



DNA is as an interface between spirit and the body. It allows us to

create personal, collective, and multidimensional experiences.

DNA is a receiver and generator of information, serving as an

antennae to transduce spiritual information into electomagentic

form.

When our heart center maintains a unified state called coherence,

our DNA changes its shape, allowing it to receive and radiate

Crystalline light codes. Multidimensional strands and fields

reconnect, and causes the awakening phenomenon. Our awakened

consciousness then attempts to create realities in alignment with

the higher intelligence flowing from this activated DNA. 

Let's go step by step. In order to reawaken, re-bundle and

etherically reconnect our Crystalline DNA, we go through three

phases of activation. The phases are sequential; each step must be

attained, which then triggers the next step to unfold.

Phases of DNA Activation
INTRODUCTION

PHASE ONE

HEALING &

COHERENCE

PHASE TWO

ACTIVATION &

EMBODIMENT

PHASE THREE

QUANTUM

REUNIFICATION
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Crystalline DNA activation requires a vibrational state of equanimity in

the heart center called coherence. 

Coherence is a pure state of unity, which provides a peaceful

emanation of unconditional love flowing from the heart center. This

Zero Point within creates a field of energy. This field allows the Higher

Self to merge with the lower self, and activate dormant DNA.

Our DNA is easily damaged or distorted by EMFs, radiation, toxins, low-

vibrational foods, destructured water, environmental factors, and our

own thoughts, emotions, and actions. Healing and detoxification must

occur for true DNA activation. 

DNA can be spontaneously healed through heart coherence. The

consistent practice of unconditional love, joy, peace, unity, gratitude

and forgiveness changes the broadcast of the heart. This frequency of

coherence has been proven to heal damaged DNA. Coherence also

allows new strands and code sequences to step forth, allowing us

access to higher dimensions and densities. It radically changes our

experience in form. 

Intention must be present and practiced for DNA activation. Decrees,

offered in the second half of this book, assist with maintaining intention

and supporting coherence.

Healing and Coherence
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PHASE ONE



Our biolandscape needs to shift in order to maintain DNA activation.

Less distortion, more light. 

Physical DNA strands look like tangled balls of yarn in the average cell.

When heart coherence is present, the DNA rebundles in an orderly

toroidal shape. The core of this DNA torus field acts as an antenna

which transduces light information (codes) into form. This opens the

door for activating dormant codes for Kryst / Christ / Crystalline

Consciousness, with our intention and direction. 

States of higher consciousness are encoded in our dormant DNA; we

carry these codes within us. The passkey for DNA activation is heart

intelligence; the non-judgmental state of the I AM Presence.

Crystalline DNA activation does not work without it.

In order to Ascend, we must surrender old thought forms, habits,

addictions, or old beliefs about the self which distort our DNA

expression.

This is why self-love, love of Source, and Self-realization is vital to

restoring, reactivating, and ascending the DNA within you.

Healing comes first. All of our Ascension practices assist DNA

activation. Clear the old distortions, activate Love as your primary

state, create peace and balance in your fields, and embrace Phase

Two.

Healing and Coherence
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PHASE ONE



Positive photonic light and Crystalline plasma are delivery systems

for Ascension frequencies. We are bombarded by this new light

during the Ascension cycle, which is happening now. Photonic light

is LIVING LIGHT; Source-encoded intelligent light consciousness. It

tells our cells to do something new: Activate and Evolve.

Photonic light is delivered into our planet, cells, and DNA through

Crystalline plasma, which is a higher dimensional state of water.

Plasma bursts and influxes come mainly through the SUN (Solaris).

This new light also emanates from Gaia's Crystalline core, the new

organic stargates, the dynamic Crystalline grid, and the Kryst grid of

HUmans reconnected to the I AM Presence.

We welcome positive photonic light into our cells by creating the

field of harmony, peace, Divine Love, and Ascension in our heart

center and energy fields (Phase One.)

Phase Two activates additional strands, layers, or fields of DNA

beyond the classic two strand structure. Consistent Ascension

practices allow the DNA to activate a 12 strand (Christ/Kryst

structure). DNA may expand to a 144 strand (I AM Presence

structure) with the higher frequencies during an Ascension cycle.

Non-coding DNA (formerly known as junk DNA) are dormant (non-

firing) gaps in the DNA code structure. Science no longer uses the

Junk DNA term, because non-coding DNA had a widespread

awakening.  Ascension in action!

Activation and Embodiment
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PHASE TWO



The non-coding gaps contain Divine Human DNA (Crystalline DNA)

activation markers. As photonic plasma influxes grow stronger, the

markers awaken and create the Ascension experience in form.

DNA is how the Higher Self projects our spiritual essence into a

physical form. Crystalline DNA allows us to perceive multiple

dimensions at once, and change our experience of these realms.

When the Crystalline DNA codes and additional strand/layer codes

begin to fire (sometimes referred to as fire letter activation), we

become aware of ourselves as Source, as a nonlinear Presence. 

Our DNA is an important factor in creating collective experiences.

Awakened Crystalline DNA shifts the collective trajectory. We activate

our DNA and allow our Higher levels to steer our personal journey, in

order to serve the collective operation of Ascension. 

When hearts and Crystalline DNA are activated, we collectively level

up. It makes us more powerful co-creators of undistorted realities. We

are woven back into the fabric of Cosmic Consciousness. 

This vibration of Unity Consciousness allows Gaia to reveal what has

already occurred in the higher realms: the Ascended New Earth as a

present, palpable reality.

Activation and Embodiment
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PHASE TWO



Each strand, layer, or field (all of these terms refer to the same thing)

in the multidimensional DNA structure has a different function. Each

provides a more expanded experience. We cannot focus on

activating a higher strand on its own, they are all interconnected. 

There is a natural progression to the Ascension process. It includes a

tipping point when we go Quantum; a pure state of multidimensional

consciousness. Infinite possibility. Infinite expansion happens right

within our cells, and transforms our experience.

Mastery arises when we are able to hold the DNA strand/layer

activation in our coherent fields. You will not be able to create

disharmony when these strands activate and hold their connection. 

We receive glimpses of the Christed state, according to what our

consciousness and body can handle. This expands our fields for

holding a radically higher state of beingness and vibration. 

With dedication and alignment, your DNA will reset your fields in

sacred geometric patterns for the Divine Self to step forth. 

The Divine Presence will become your consistent reality. Undeniable,

unwavering connection to Source. This accelerates DNA activation

for all willing hearts.

Quantum Expansion
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PHASE THREE



HEART COHERENCE: Intend, visualize, and practice a heart-centered

life. Love is all: Direct your journey to love, and your reality will follow.

MEDITATION: Cultivate a calm state for best gene expression.

EMOTIONAL AND HEART INTELLIGENCE: Genuine forgiveness,

gratitude, non-judgment, Divine neutrality, pure intention, and an

authentic desire to be of service to others.

DETOXIFICATION: Spiritual, physical, mental, egoic, and emotional

detox. Empower the biolandscape and consciousness to activate.

NATURE: SUNlight, Earthing, organic live food, pure water, and get in

natural bodies of water when you can. Divine alchemy: Be in the

crystalline charge of the emerging new light.

FREQUENCY: Solfeggio tones, positive music, toning, singing bowls,

tuning forks, bird song (proven!), and healing frequency tools.

COLLECTIVE DNA: Connect with like-hearted awakened Souls to

activate unity and exchange Light intelligence codes.

DECREES: The long-honored tool of intention and spoken word.

A Few Methods for Activation
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PROVEN PRACTICES

This brings us to Part II of this book: Divine Decrees!



FOR DNA ACTIVATION

by Sandra Walter

ASCENSIONPATH.COM

DECREES
Divine



This is a selection of DNA Decrees from the Crystalline DNA

Mastery online course.

Invocations and Decrees are an honored Mystery School technique

for Ascension. Every Master I have connected with recommends

utilizing Decrees. 

When we align and reinforce the pure heart intent to transform

ourselves, our external realities shift to reflect the light within.

With consistent use, Decrees can activate DNA, higher trajectories,

the Solar-Diamond Heart, the Crystalline Lightbody, and our

reunification with the I AM Presence. 

The connection between spoken-word language and DNA

expression has been proven. 

Out-loud commands, decrees, invocations, and prayers have a

direct effect on our DNA, which produces our experience in the

physical.

Decrees affect our realities.

DIVINE DECREES
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LIFE-CHANGING



These decrees are light-encoded for activation of your dormant

Divine DNA. They carry frequencies of support for your process.

Use the Decrees every morning, or anytime you need a boost in

alignment. Set the energy and intention for highest outcomes often.

In my experience the effect is immediate, direct, and powerful. 

As with any spiritual practice, it’s like training a muscle. Practice

builds spiritual power. Your heart-generated Creator-in-Carnate

state and neural pathways in the brain will be reprogrammed

through consistent reinforcement. This produces a new experience

through your DNA.

The Decrees also make excellent journal prompts for checking in

on how you feel, what you see in visions, and how the subtle (or

not-so-subtle) shifts unfold in your lifestream. 

Before beginning: Make the conscious choice to activate your DNA.

Choose to dedicate some linear time and practice to this process.

Have patience with yourself. Know that Source and the Higher

Realms are with you - and within you - as you consciously shift to

Creator-awareness. Remember this Divine DNA is yours to express

and create with. It is your birthright just by being here in a body.

Claim it in this now.

DIVINE DECREES
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APPLICATION



Decrees are said out loud, with intention. 

Note: The I AM Presence term refers to the God-Self; the highest

unified expression of our beingness. It is not an individual identity; it

represents the unity of Source and all of its expressions (no

separation). Using this term (I AM) may assist in achieving the deep

experience of reunification with Source required for Ascension.

The words I AM are encoded for Christed/Crystalline/Unity

Consciousness activation. Like a sacred mantra, I AM carries the

lineage of Mastery in these realms, and the power of quantum

encodement across timespace. However, you may use God-Self or

Divine Presence if that is more comfortable for you. Make it your

heart’s expression; the intention is key.

Prepare for your Decrees: Clarify Your Pure Intent to Activate your

Divine DNA

Take a moment to connect with your heart center; the Pure Source-

spark of Diamond Light within. Take a moment to feel your Heart

intent. Divine Love is a strong, palpable frequency which grows in

intensity as our DNA activates. Note how your heart and energy

fields feel in this Now.

DIVINE DECREES
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USING THE I AM



Note how your body feels as you say and feel them. They may

cause expansion and new sensations. If you feel the stimulation of

activation, pause to allow the body to integrate. End each decree

session by refocusing on the heart center. 

It is important to honor the awakening and rebundling of our DNA,

and support our bodies to do what they are designed to do: be a

container and conduit for higher consciousness. 

As you learned in this book, Decrees are not the whole process.

They are an excellent way to stay on track, refocus intention, and

support activation. 

Notice the intuitive nudges to change as you use Decrees. You may

find positive shifts in behavior, habits, emotions, spiritual practices,

relationships, service work, diet, meditation, co-creation and

movement. 

Mastery courses are always available for a complete exploration of

DNA, Decrees, activation techniques and the Ascension process.

The Decree selection is sorted by theme, so you may revisit what

you need in the moment.

DIVINE DECREES
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PREPARE

Here we Glow ...



I seize this great opportunity of Ascension to activate my Divine

DNA. I desire to experience Divinity, Purity and profound activations

which raise my vibration and place me on the highest trajectory of

the pure and true organic Ascension.

I allow the power of the pure and true I AM Presence to guide me in

this journey of Divine Crystalline DNA activation. I call forth all that

is sacred as my primary reality and awareness.

I call forth the Cosmic Christed Flames of indestructible purity and

power. Beloved I AM Presence, surround me with the love,

guidance, strength and protection of these Christed Flames.

I call forth the Diamond shining rays of the pure Cosmic Christ to

penetrate, saturate and activate the highest quality DNA within me.

Flow as a continuous stream of Diamond light as I enter into the

Divine Crystalline DNA activation of the Infinite 144 strand patterns

of Divine perfection.

I call forth the Divine overwriting and overriding of all lesser DNA

structures to align with the Divine perfection that I AM.

I dedicate myself to this Divine transformation. May this pure heart

intention transform all of my activities, thoughts, emotions, service

work and creations to fully align with my Divine Embodiment of my

pure Source-as-Self expression.

INITIATION AND PROTECTION
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DIVINE DNA DECREES



I call forth the power of the Infinite Kryst Light to dispel all discord

that has ever registered on my physical, emotional, egoic, mental or

lightbody levels.

Beloved I AM Presence, I call forth the pillar of the Ascended Violet

purifying healing flames. Blaze up, in, through and around me. Pass

the purifying flames through me. Silence and consume all discord

or fear that has ever registered in my beingness. Remove the cause,

core, record, affect, and all memory of it now. Replace it with the

Cosmic Light of Love, Purity and Divine Perfection, eternally

sustained across all parallel realities seen and unseen.

I call forth the Diamond Shining Cosmic Christ Light purification,

love, mercy and forgiveness to flow through me and cleanse my

physical vehicle, my emotional fields, my brain and thought

patterns, and my light body from all discordant activity from first

separation until now. Sustain this purification and balancing activity

as I activate and reconnect my Divine Crystalline DNA.

Almighty I AM Presence, overlight this process of Divine DNA

activation. I call forth the overwriting and overriding of all lesser

DNA structures to align with the Divine perfection that I AM. I claim

this as my creation in this Now.

CLEARING AND SUPPORTING
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DIVINE DECREES



I call forth my Sacred heart center to be fully activated in alignment

with my highest expression of Source, to the highest level which is

complimentary to my journey in this Now.

Higher levels, show me the way and guide me as I enter into the

purification of my heart and raising of my Divine DNA.

I choose to walk the path of light in my Mastery. Guide me dear

Masters and Guidance realms of pure oraganic Ascension. 

I choose the highest activity of gratitude, peacemaking, creativity,

humility, Divine Love and Divine neutrality each moment. May every

choice I make this day be aligned with the highest good for all

concerned. I open to the power of my heart, love, Divine Will, 

 Divine Love, Light, and Service each moment.

I call forth the Diamond Shining rays of the Christ to reveal and

amplify my true heart which is my Divine immortal connection to

Source. Heart center, light up! Heart fields, spin, expand and

amplify this Diamond-Solar light. Shine this sacred fire love forth

into all of my activities, timelines and choices this day. 

Higher Self, present to me Divine synchronicities and opportunities

on my path to learn, open my heart, practice coherence, and be in

service to all.

OPEN THE HEART CENTER
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DIVINE DECREES



I call forth the highest quality Divine DNA within me to activate,

rebundle and etherically reconnect in this Now. I reclaim my

purified Christed DNA across all timelines, densities and

dimensional expressions. Purify and Divinitize all levels, layers,

strands and genetic expressions to align with the pure and true

organic Ascension.

Divine DNA; receive, activate and replicate pure Christed codes

throughout my body and energy fields.   Beloved DNA, light up and

rewrite my form and energy fields into Sacred resonance, reflecting

my Divine Christed Self. 

I call forth the full activation of the Divine HUman, Golden Race, and

Crystalline-Solar lightbody codes within my DNA, opening the

Crystalline bridges of Ascension within my physical awareness.

Divine DNA, activate and re-bundle into sacred geometric

proportions. Receive and anchor pure Divine Light and Ascension

codes into every cell.

Almighty I AM Presence, restore the patterns of perfection in my

body with ease and grace.

DIVINE DNA ACTIVATION
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DIVINE DECREES



I AM the Krystal cup of the Divine Infinite Heart overflowing with all

which Source desires for me. I fully embrace life without

boundaries. Life is infinite love and eternal perfection. I choose

happiness, peace, harmony, and Ascension as a gateway to living

my highest expression and service.

I call forth the Divine intelligence of my Divine DNA to transform my

cells, outer self, and Lightbody as a seamless connection to the

Divine I AM Presence.

I call forth the frequencies of Ascension and the Mighty electronic

force fields of Light into the atmosphere around my physical

garment, activating the seamless garment of my purified Lightbody

so I may live in the realm of Mastery each moment.

Beloved I AM Presence, I desire to experience my Divinity in the

most profound way that raises me into full Resurrection of my

Divine self. Allow complete reunification with the I AM Presence in

this now. Direct me, inspire me, and keep me on the highest

trajectory for my Ascension and DNA activation each day.

Crystalline DNA, light up and be free to express the Divinity within

me as my outer reality, overwriting and overriding all lesser

experiences into Divine love and perfection. 

CRYSTALLINE CONSCIOUSNESS
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DIVINE DECREES



I hope this Crystalline DNA overview and Divine Decree selection has
inspired and supported your journey.

DNA is a truly fascinating topic. The Crystalline DNA Mastery course is
an informative, effective, and transformational experience. The course
covers epigentics, complete detox and consciousness prep, 12 strand
activation and the function of each, guided meditations, and more.

Whether you are beginning your process or practicing advanced
Mastery, I have a vibrant collection of guidance and content to share
with you. 

Clarity and comprehension are foundational to a successful Ascension
process. Foundational and Mastery courses are available anytime to
explore and activate all aspects of Ascension. 

Community and connection are available through my social media,

online events, weekly meditations, and transformative in-person

gatherings. Resources are listed on the last page of this book. 

Let us show HUmanity what is possible with Ascension!

GRATITUDE & FURTHER STUDY
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Sandra

IN LOVE, LIGHT AND SERVICE,

STAY CONNECTED
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Ascension Path Resources

Comprehensive Online Courses

Presence Events & Membership
In-person and online events are focused on

Mastery, community, and application of the

Crystalline I AM Presence state. True Unity

Consciousness is experienced and amplified.

Articles, Meditations, Videos & More

Ascension is a brilliant and challenging

process. Explore deeply comprehensive

courses on Ascension, DNA, Wayshowing, the

Crystalline state, Stargates, and more.

Free articles, videos, and transformative

content are available for all levels of the

process. SUNday Unity Meditations are a

perfect way to co-create with our Global

community, and feel the Crystalline field!
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https://www.ascensionpath.com/

